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FAIRFAX MEDIA NAMED WORLDWIDE WINNER OF  

INAUGURAL INMA GLOBAL INNOVATION AWARD 

15 May 2014 

Fairfax Media has been named worldwide winner of the International News Media Association’s Global 
Innovation Award.  The company won the inaugural award for its Real-Time Working project – a “radical 
re-think of work space and culture change” – in its Sydney and Melbourne offices. 

Fairfax’s structured innovation project beat industry competition from around the world. The project 
involved a metric-focused series of physical, behavioral and technological strategies aimed at enabling 
more efficient, flexible and collaborative work by individuals and teams. 

“The Fairfax Real-Time Working project is the kind of comprehensive culture change that is happening in 
the media industry worldwide as companies re-tool for multi-media consumers and advertisers,” said 
Earl J. Wilkinson, executive director and CEO of INMA. “The company re-thought its physical workspace 
in a way that promotes collaboration and makes the workplace a magnet for talent in the competitive 
Sydney area.” 

Fairfax Media CEO Greg Hywood said: “Winning this inaugural award is reflective of how we at Fairfax 
are at the forefront of change in the global media industry. It is wonderful for everyone who was 
involved in the change to be recognised. This is one of many ways we are successfully transforming 
Fairfax and sustaining our future.” 

Fairfax’s Real-Time Working model is now being extended to its new offices in Wellington, New Zealand, 
and potentially to other locations in the near future.  

Four regional winners of the Global Innovation Awards were announced by INMA in the following 
categories: Best in the Americas; Best in Asia/Pacific; Best in Europe and Best in South Asia. Fairfax 
Media was named the overall winner at the closing dinner of the INMA World Congress held in San 
Francisco on 13 May 2014. 

Click here for INMA’S news release 

 
– Ends – 

About Fairfax Media 

Fairfax Media is a leading multi-platform media company in Australia and New Zealand. The Group’s 
metropolitan, rural, regional and community mastheads offer high-quality, independent journalism and 
dynamic venues for commerce and information. Fairfax operates five business divisions: Australian 

http://www.inma.org/blogs/main/post.cfm/fairfax-media-real-time-working-project-judged-worldwide-winner-of-inma-global-innovation-award


Publishing Media, Domain, Digital Ventures, Fairfax Radio and Fairfax New Zealand. Major mastheads 
include The Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, The Australian Financial Review, The Canberra Times and 
The Land in Australia, and The Dominion Post, The Press, The Sunday Star-Times and stuff.co.nz in New 
Zealand. Fairfax has radio stations in several capital cities in Australia, including 2UE in Sydney, 3AW 693 
in Melbourne, 4BC and Magic 882 in Brisbane, and 6PR and 96fm in Perth. Fairfax’s digital assets include 
Domain, RSVP, TenderLink and Allure Media. Fairfax has content marketing and digital marketing 
services businesses and produces prestigious conferences and events that attract large-scale, highly-
engaged audiences and community participation. More information: www.fairfaxmedia.com.au. 
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